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ABSTRACT
The coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has shaken the global
economy and significantly affected the financial markets. This anx-
iety triggered panic reactions. The article aims to explain impact
of abrupt changes in structural stability of four key asset markets
due to pandemic. It includes a detail discussion regarding struc-
tural change in co-movement of stock indices, exchange rates,
minerals and metal returns. The daily returns of 14 financial indi-
ces across four groups during a span of 25 January 2019 to 3
February 2021 are sampled. The selection of financial assets is
based on trading volume and velocity in each of the four groups.
The results of Markov Switching model explain that pandemic not
only increase volatility of financial markets but also have a signifi-
cant long-term impact on structural behaviour in daily returns.
The analysis further reveals differences in co-movement of finan-
cial returns during two periods. However, on a positive note, pan-
demic does make a way for few financial assets to dominate the
market, especially ones recognised as ‘safe-haven’ assets.
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1. Introduction

On 30 January 2020, the World Health Organization (W.H.O.) announced outbreak
of new virus strain SARS-CoV-2 (WHO, 2020a) and classified it officially as a world-
wide epidemic on 11 March 2020 (Maier & Brockmann, 2020). As a result, worldwide
economies in 2020 were confronted with severe challenges. The emergencies created a
significant impact on psychological and behavioural aspects of investors, which in
return created a substantial effect on share prices in financial markets (He et al.,
2020). Spillover effects were observed, such as oil movement correlation with stock
returns (Elsayed & Abdelrhim, 2020). Moreover, exchange rate resilience changed
and the majority of returns exhibit an oscillating and depreciating evolution (Narayan
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et al., 2020). The states advised people to practice ‘staying home’ (WHO, 2020b) in
order to beat the pandemic, a situation that led to severe falls in production and con-
sumption in specific sectors. For example, the crude oil price crashed during the first
quarter of 2020. The countries in total (partial) isolation recorded a decline of 25% in
energy request until the half of April 2020 (International Energy Agency, 2020).
However, agricultural commodity prices exhibits an insignificant drop, except in rub-
ber (Ezeaku et al., 2021). Considering ‘safe-haven’ assets, investors began to include
precious metals in their portfolios, for instance gold (Bouri et al., 2020).

The pandemic impact on international stock markets is difficult to predict and
quantify because of economic sector fluctuations. According to statistics, many major
stock markets throughout the world lost about 20% of their initial worth (Segal &
Gerstel, 2020).The market value of S&P indicators fell to 30% due to COVID-19 out-
break and a very high level of uncertainty influences the profitability rate (Azimili,
2020). Further studies (Schoenfeld, 2020) justifies inverse impact on S&P 500 stock
profitability but a less significant impact on Nasdaq indicator. Similarly, the impact
of the pandemic on the Dow Jones indicator is observed significant. Studies show
that on 16 March 2020, indicator recorded an almost 3,000 points drop and had the
highest precentral loss in one day, after a negative situation recorded in 1987, when it
crashed (Ambros et al., 2021). A recently published study (Maheta & Shah, 2021)
based on the confirmed COVID-19 cases number and the closing price of Dow Jones
Indicator on 21 January 2020–31 May 2020, emphasised that the COVID-19 pan-
demic has a positive impact on price of stock market in a short run, by applying the
Johnsen integration test. Hence, the first research question proposed what is the
nature and direction of COVID-19 shock on individual stock indices and how its
impact is transmitted within a market?

Another financial market which suffered the highest impacts of the pandemic is
exchange rates (Narayan et al., 2020). Currencies suffered strong depreciation, and
the portfolio investors have important losses, accentuated as the local currencies and
exchange rate remains unsteady (Hofmann et al., 2021). During the period 10 May
2020 and 3 January 2021, exchange rate of the U.S. dollar compared to Euro dropped
by 13.5%, a fact which affects the dollar’s role as a reserve currency (Fetiniuc et al.,
2020). The yen–dollar exchange rate volatility expansion identified as positive resili-
ent, without any statistical signification during the COVID-19 pandemic (Kim, 2020).
Similarly, the G.B.P. fell against the U.S. dollar by more than 12% during the first
quarter of 2020 (BBC news, 18 March 2020). However, the impact of the pandemic
observed on the Canadian exchange rate was less significant and it suggested that an
element critical in short-term dynamics of Canadian–US dollar relationship is petrol-
eum price (Kurita & James, 2020). Similarly, it is well-known that the evolutions spe-
cific to U.S. dollar currency in the U.S.A. and Europe affect the exchange rate of the
Swiss franc. There are authors for whom the Swiss franc represents a secure refuge
currency for reserves (Lee, 2017), yet another part of this domain’s representatives
declines the previous opinion adhesion, considering the Swiss franc an insecure
option in terms of refuge currency quality (Hossfeld & MacDonald, 2015). However,
the literature suggests that the pandemic had a negative impact on both the demand
and supply sides of international commerce, while trade restrictions and currency
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rate fluctuations had no significant impact on Swiss trade in the first half of 2020
(B€uchel et al., 2020). This preplex relationship of various exchange rates and pan-
demic impact leads to formulate second research hypothesis as follows: How COVID-
19 impact exchange rate returns against U.S. dollar and what is the behaviour of ‘safe-
haven’ currencies during turmoil period?

Next, the pandemic brought an unprecedented risk degree, inclusively on the pet-
roleum market, through the severe petroleum price drop and American stock
exchange evolution. The investors suffered large losses in a very short period of time.
Neither the financial crisis from 2008 does not equal the dramatic effects the pan-
demic brought on the petroleum and shares markets volatility. Further, the pandemic
effects are felt on the petroleum market, unable to be yet calculated at their true
dimension (Zhang & Hamori, 2021). During the current pandemic, petroleum
recorded the lowest price of all times (�Stulec, 2020). Strategies, measures and rehabili-
tation policies of the order are required on this market, which suffered unprecedented
and very strong modifications. Recent research has identified a bilateral effect of con-
tagion of petroleum and gold bubbles during the pandemic (Gharib et al., 2021). In
this context, gold shall be mentioned as a refuge or cover against crude oil prices
risks (Salisu et al., 2021). The petroleum price strongly influences many sectors
including the natural gas market (Abadie, 2021). The energetic systems from all over
the world were affected by the pandemic, investments fell, and the enlargement of
certain technologies in the field was stopped. At the beginning of the year 2020, the
world natural gas market suffered the biggest negative shock on demand, because of
both the virus and warm temperatures in certain regions (International Energy
Agency, 2020). The petroleum and natural gas markets recorded very high-risk levels
during the pandemic (Nyga-Łukaszewska & Aruga, 2020). In the coal market some
authors tried to evaluate the pandemic effects, as well as the recovering perspectives,
in the medium- and long-term, for coal production and trade (Parra et al., 2021). For
the moment, it is observed that the coal price remained stable, but as a pandemic
impact, it is expected in the short- and long-term that there will be a price drop for
this on the market, at a global level (Azarova & Mier, 2021). Hence we investigated:
What is the strength of financial integration in the minerals market and how do oil,
gas and coal returns react to the COVID-19 crisis?

Finally, the precious metals markets are an integrated part of the general financial
market, with a very important role in financial flows redistribution, currently under
the direct influence of pandemic factors (Baranova et al., 2020). Due to this pan-
demic, an important drop in petroleum price was recorded, as well as significant
growth in gold price (Bora & Basistha 2021). The precious metals prices reached the
highest tops at all times, and the speculations in this sector are numerous (Sifat et al.,
2021). During any crises period, market risks may be covered by the gold evolution
on the market, which can be an option for investment and diversification (Adekoya
et al., 2021). The gold offers better protection against exogenous shocks caused by the
pandemic, yet the refuge it offers to the investors was more efficient in the previous
pandemic period (Salisu et al., 2021). Gold is recognised as a precious metal for
investment and is risk-averse. In fact, gold is secure and active on financial markets,
energy markets and during inflation growth, and it is used by many central banks as
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active in their reserves. The gold market suffered a significant impact with regard to
both price and the entire industry as a whole (Calvimontes et al., 2020). The pan-
demic impact in this sector is complex and unpredictable, with a direct effect on gold
prices. However, some researchers (Syahri & Robiyanto, 2020) remarked the same
volatility structure in the gold price, exchange rate and key stock indices during
COVID-19. If some types of investment portfolios are not encouraged, others consti-
tute diversification opportunities, including silver investment. During the pandemic,
the silver volatility indicator exceeded the jump observed in the global financial crisis
(Shaikh, 2021). Similar to the previously mentioned gold and silver, platinum may be
used as a rebalancing instrument of the investors’ portfolio to minimise or cancel
risks (Salisu et al., 2021). Precious metals, including platinum, offer a better coverage
efficiency than the individual portfolios of their own capital, including during the
pandemic. The COVID-19 pandemic does not have a significant statistical impact on
the exchange rate of precious metals, including platinum (Hassan & Gavilanes, 2021).
Finally, the last research question of this study is formulated as follows: How does
COVID-19 impact the ‘safe-haven’ metal assets like gold, and what strength of financial
integration exists among gold, silver and platinum?

Summing up, this article aims to shed light on the impact of abrupt changes in the
structural stability of important assets in various markets due to COVID-19. This
research provides investors and policymakers with a reasonable guideline regarding
trading patterns in various financial markets during turmoil periods such as COVID-
19. The financial markets are selected, keeping in view that these four categories
attract the highest investors from all around the world. The top 14 different financial
assets across four different markets are selected based on the trading volume in each
market. By employing the Markov Switching model, our results explain that COVID-
19 not only increased the volatility of financial markets but does have a significant
long-term impact on structural behaviour in the majority of markets. Our analysis
reveals that stock market exhibits the earliest reaction to pandemic. Financial conta-
gion effect is also observed. Financial integration among few assets increased during
crises period whereas few returns exhibit a new co-movement behaviour. However,
on positive note, results also indicates that the pandemic does make a way for few
financial assets to enter into the market, especially the ones recognised as ‘safe-
haven’ assets.

In conclusion, our study contributes to the existent recent literature in three fun-
damental ways. First, we investigate the COVID-19 pandemic impact on the most
important four global major markets. Second, this research identifies the markets,
which reacted most favourably in the conditions generated by the pandemic.
Practically, we explore the reaction capacity of every market to the pandemic. Third,
the results identify two latent states for 14 different financial assets. One which exhib-
its a normal market condition and another explaining the crises period. This can help
investors to make a clear comparison between two market states and potential diver-
sification opportunities of the portfolio in each particular condition.

The rest of the article is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the data and
methodology applied for estimation of the results. Section 3 presents results and dis-
cussions. Section 4 offers conclusions and limitations of the study.
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2. Data description and methodology

In order to carry out the empirical analysis, daily prices of 14 selected financial indi-
ces across four different groups during a span of 25 January 2019 to 3 February 2021
are sampled. On 25 January 2020, W.H.O. situation report 51 documented the pres-
ence of 1,320 cases globally and hence the data for preceding year is selected to pro-
vide meaningful comparison. This justifies the starting date of a sample. The authors
started research in February 2021 which restricted them accessing data beyond the
end date. The selection of financial assets is based on the top trading volume and vel-
ocity in each of the four groups. The list is provided in Table A1. The motivation of
current study is to analyse the crisis impact of COVID-19, hence the data for preced-
ing year is selected only to provide meaningful comparison. It is known that the
future prices not only reflect quantitative estimates but also exhibits the market senti-
ments of the investors (Yang, 2021). Hence, the daily future price data is collected
and converted into log-returns. This consequently convert the financial returns series
stationary in all cases too.

Before applying an econometric model, the correlation structure among assets in
four different groups using Karl Pearson formula is examined. Next, each return ser-
ies is checked for the presence of structural break. Although a number of structural
break tests are available, but we assume the break point is unknown and the impact
of COVID-19 is persistent on financial returns, the Zivot and Andrews (2002) struc-
tural break test with innovational outlier approach is carried out. We conducted the
structural break test as per Eviews, 2017. The default settings are ‘innovational outlier
approach’ and in trend and break specifications, ‘trend and intercept’ is considered in
all cases. Once the structural break is established in all financial returns, we proceed
to an econometric approach which examines structural relationship of assets in each
group and how the relationship is changed with respect to different financial returns
behaviour. We assume the presence of two different periods during the sample time.
This is justified since the structural break test identified only one break in all cases.
Markov switching models (Hamilton, 1989) are the class of dynamic regression mod-
els which characterises time-variation in parameters with respect to latent states gov-
erned by Markov chain. The model is considered a good representation when the
spontaneous change in co-movement of financial markets is a question of interest or
in the case of event-study analysis. The latent state is unobservable and characterised
by the common switching of all variables from one time period to the next. The cur-
rent state value is determined by the transition probability based on previous state
value. In other words, the model does not assume timing of an event to occur, but
relies on the stochastic process that explains the intensity of an event and character-
ises the state. Hence, the probability of being in another state based on the current
state is calculated and the expected time duration in each state is also determined.
The model captures the non-linear and non-symmetrical returns patterns effectively
too. This research assumes that financial returns data in various markets between
2019 and 2021 is governed by the mixture of two distributions. One which explains
the low stress period behaviour of the financial markets presumably in 2019 and the
other representing the high stress period covering COVID-19 from 2020 onwards.
Although our hypothesis already proved in the majority of cases when the unit root
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test of a structural break was applied, but how the event impacted the individual
parameters in terms of conditional mean return or volatility is still a question of
interest. Further, the Markov switching model also reveals the differences in the co-
movement impact of various financial indices in each of the markets during the two
periods. Initially, to examine the appropriate Markov switching model for various
financial indices, Bayesian Information criteria (B.I.C.) is considered and the one
with least value is selected. Three different model specifications are examined. The
first model assumes that the conditional mean and volatility is not changed by state
transition, the second assumes that the conditional mean of stochastic process is dif-
ferent in low and high stress periods, and finally the last model assumes that condi-
tional volatility varies in low and high stress periods, respectively. The test is
implemented as per Stata, A. (2015) and the initial checks of model adequacy are per-
formed using log-likelihood maximisation whereas the post-estimation model checks
include residual analysis.

3. Results and discussion

The empirical analysis is carried out in three different stages: The first subsection
presents preliminary analysis which explains the descriptive statistics, breakpoint test
results and optimal model selection using B.I.C. values. The next subsection entails
main findings of analysis. It includes a detailed discussion regarding the structural
change in co-movement of selected stock indices due to pandemic, the impact of
COVID-19 on exchange rate returns, the reaction of selected minerals during crisis
period and finally the impact of COVID-19 on precious metals market. The last sub-
section briefly explains the forecasting performance and model adequacy through
residual analysis of selected financial indices.

3.1. Preliminary analysis

Table 1 list the descriptive statistics for sample financial returns. The results implies
that in stock market, Dow Jones exhibit more volatile structure compared to S&P 500
and NASDAQ. The findings are supported by standard deviation (1.6%), kurtosis
(19.24) and highly significant value of Jarque-Bera normality statistic. In the case of
exchange rate returns, the U.S. dollar exhibits the most stable behaviour against Swiss
Franc during the sample period 2019–2021. The findings are evident from the com-
parison of statistics mentioned earlier. Oil is an expensive mineral compared to gas
or coal in terms of high volatility and the highest daily gains and losses. The plat-
inum futures exhibit highest losses and gains in daily returns accompanied with fre-
quent shocks of abnormal returns whereas gold is found as least volatile metal.

Next, the results of structural break test are presented in Table 2. The analysis
implies that stock markets exhibit the earliest reaction to the impact of COVID-19.
This is evident from the optimal structural break point which is observed around
February 2020 for all three indices. Next, the exchange rates seems to be affected.
This can be explained by the structural break point of daily returns for U.S. dollar
against various currencies found in mid-March 2020. The daily returns in oil futures
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exhibits structural change due to COVID-19 around May 2020. However, the coal
and gas exhibits structural break in September 2020 and January 2021, respectively.
The distinct pattern of structural breaks in oil, gas and coal verify the low financial
integration among minerals returns. The movement of oil seems to observe stock and
exchange market patterns, but coal and gas futures does not exhibit any such rela-
tionship. Finally, COVID-19 does impact the metals futures like gold, silver and plat-
inum. The results are evident by the structural breakpoint point observed in March
2020 for all three metals.

The analysis implies that in case of stock market, Markov switching model with
different volatility structure seems appropriate for S&P 500 and Dow Jones, whereas
the model with same mean and volatility structure provided lowest B.I.C. value for
NASDAQ. In exchange rate returns, the Markov switching model capturing different
volatility structure of U.S. dollar against Japanese yen, Canadian dollar and British
pound in two periods seems appropriate whereas the model with unchanged mean
and volatility for U.S. dollar against the euro and Swiss franc seems adequate. For oil,
coal and gas future returns, the model with different volatility structure in low and
high stress periods yield lowest B.I.C. value. The same behaviour is observed in metal

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of returns.
Stock indices Exchange rates

S&P 500 NASDAQ Dow Jones USD/EURO USD/JPY USD/CAD USD/GBP USD/CHF

Mean 0.007 0.001 0.0004 �0.00012 �8.16E-05 �8.22E-05 �8.23E-05 �0.00020
Maximum 0.093 0.09266 0.1081 0.02064 0.0315 0.02057 0.03761 0.0183
Minimum �0.11 �0.1148 �0.1195 �0.0144 �0.0284 �0.0188 �0.0269 �0.0142
SD 0.01583 0.0170 0.01665 0.0039 0.0046 0.0043 0.0059 0.0040
Skew. �1.1901 �0.8944 �1.1054 0.2082 0.7413 0.4167 0.2394 0.0985
Kurtosis 18.0577 12.6644 19.2358 5.3137 15.103 6.326 7.3689 5.0174
JB 5180.58�� 2153.38�� 5985.05�� 121.82�� 3277.11�� 259.09�� 425.77�� 90.56��

Minerals Precious metals

Oil Gas Coal Gold Silver Platinum

Mean 0.0012 �0.0002 �0.0005 0.0005 0.0009 0.0006
Maximum 0.3196 0.1980 0.0547 0.0561 0.0890 0.0993
Minimum �0.2822 �0.1098 �0.1223 �0.0511 �0.1235 �0.1361
SD 0.0434 0.0342 0.0129 0.0123 0.0237 0.0211
Skew. 0.2398 0.6828 �1.2668 �0.1097 �0.7962 �0.6891
Kurtosis 22.817 6.8696 18.2576 7.765 8.681 9.945
JB 8530.71�� 366.938�� 5212.862�� 513.774�� 786.145�� 1132.20��
Note: JB¼ Jarque–Bera normality statistic, SD¼ standard deviation, Skew. ¼ Skewness, � ¼ rejection of null hypoth-
esis at 10 percent, �� ¼ at 5 percent, ��� ¼ at 1 percent.
Source: authors’ calculation.

Table 2. Unit root test with structural break.
Stock indices Exchange rates

S&P 500 NASDAQ Dow Jones USD/EURO USD/JPY USD/CAD USD/GBP USD/CHF

ADF statistic �20.255�� �19.649�� �20.6757�� �22.028�� �27.331�� �24.92�� �21.796�� �21.944��
Break date 24/2/2020 21/2/2020 31/1/2020 19/3/2020 9/3/2020 18/3/2020 18/3/2020 19/3/2020

Minerals Precious metals

Oil Gas Coal Gold Platinum Silver

ADF statistic �22.5805�� �23.085�� �22.2685�� �25.11�� �23.46�� �25.54��
Break date 30/4/2020 23/9/2020 29/1/2021 24/3/2020 24/3/2020 16/3/2020

Note: �� represents rejection of null hypothesis against critical value -5.72 at 1% level of significance.
Source: authors’ calculation.
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future returns. The analysis concluded that in the majority of cases, COVID-19
impacts the volatility structure of returns in various financial markets. However, in
few cases the mean returns and volatility remains unchanged in two different periods.

3.2. Global markets reaction to COVID-19

3.2.1. Stock market reaction to the pandemic
The global financial risk rose significantly in response to the apparition and instal-
ment of the pandemic period (Zhang et al., 2020). For this ongoing research, we
included in the group of stock exchange indicators selected for analysis the following
indicators: S&P 500, NASDAQ, Dow Jones. COVID-19 impacted the financial mar-
kets significantly and returns became more unsteady (Ambros et al., 2021). In a
detailed study of the impact of COVID-19 on financial market volatility (Albulescu,
2021), the author stated that the S&P’s 500 indicator’s volatility rises during the pan-
demic, and currently, the pandemic represents the main source of financial instability.
Many authors investigated that before the pandemic, the macro-global impact, as well
as other risk factors on companies stokes (Bakanauskien_e et al., 2020; Laopodis,
2022), as well as after the pandemic outbreak (Aygoren & Balkan, 2020).

Studies (Shehzad et al., 2020) show a COVID-19 negative impact on the S&P 500
stock profitability and a less significant impact on the Nasdaq indicator. By analysing
the impact of the pandemic on the financial markets, some authors (Zhang et al.,
2020) consider negatively the pandemic impact regarding the financial markets
evolution’s dynamic worldwide, which brought significant financial losses.

In our study, the results of Markov switching model for S&P 500, NASDAQ and
Dow Jones during sample period of January 2019–February 2021 are presented in
Table 3. For each of the financial return, initially dynamic regression models with
(and without) autoregressive term is considered and in cases where model fit is not
improved, the term is dropped. The analysis for S&P 500 identifies two different peri-
ods characterised by low and high volatility. We attribute the presence of high stress
period during this period to COVID-19. The results implies that in pre-COVID-19
(state of low stress), the average volatility in S&P 500 future returns is observed to be
0.15%. During COVID-19, our analysis implies that volatility in S&P 500 is increased
to 0.41%. Further, the results reveals that impact of NASDAQ returns on S&P 500
reduced to 24% whereas the impact of Dow Jones increased to 72.6% respectively.
The expected duration of being in low stress period is around six times more com-
pared to period of high stress. This provides an optimistic approach that once the
stress period is over, S&P 500 returns to its normal state and start functioning regu-
larly. The impact of S&P 500 and Dow Jones on NASDAQ returns decreased (with
low standard errors) during period of high stress (COVID-19) .This explains that co-
movement of NASDAQ returns is reduced during COVID-19 and the index seems to
perform independently. The result makes sense, since the index is dominated by Tech
companies which are actually driving global economy during COVID-19. The impact
of S&P 500 returns on Dow Jones returns is positive and five times higher compared
to NASDAQ returns in both states. The impact is increased by 30% during a high
stress period (COVID-19). The structural relationship of the Dow Jones with S&P
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500 and NASDAQ is stable in both periods characterised by the transition probability
of staying in low and high stress periods equals 93% and 87%, respectively. The Dow
Jones returns observed more frequent jumps compared to S&P 500 in a high stress
period. Thus we conclude that financial integration of S&P 500 and Dow Jones is
increased during COVID-19, whereas NASDAQ improved its functionality
independently.

3.2.2. Foreign exchange market reaction to the pandemic
The crisis we face is different to any other crisis we have confronted throughout his-
tory (1997–1998, 2007–2008, 2014, 2015) when significant exchange rate fluctuations
occurred. This crisis particularity is that it is caused by an external shock (Auzan,
2020) with global effects. There are authors for whom the Swiss franc represents a
secure refuge currency for reserves (Habib & Stracca, 2012; Lee, 2017).

Regarding our study, in case of U.S.D./EURO returns, the conditional mean and
volatility remains invariant in both periods characterised by the Markov switching
model during 2019–2021. The analysis implies that during low stress periods, U.S.D./
C.H.F. is most significant currency pair in explaining the variation of U.S.D./EURO
returns. The first justification is the presence of dominant U.S. dollar for both curren-
cies. Second, stable government and financial system of Swiss government make
U.S.D./C.H.F. ‘safe-haven’ or financial refuge for other currency pairs.

Finally, the physical proximity and strong economic ties between Switzerland and
eurozone enables this relationship highly significant. Similarly, highly significant coef-
ficient of U.S.D./G.B.P. returns (in low stress periods) with lowest standard error
explains the long-term consistent trading relationship of European Union with
United Kingdom. The probability of staying in a high stress period equals 98%. In
other words, the probability of going back to a normal (or low stress) period is 2%.
This concludes that COVID-19 has a long-term impact on U.S.D./EURO daily

Table 3. Markov switching model for stock indices.

Dependent variable
S&P 500 NASDAQ Dow Jones

Frequency
Daily Daily Daily

AR(1) term
No No No

Stress period LOW HIGH LOW HIGH LOW HIGH

Constant 8.63e-06 0.00033
0.0044

�0.00013
Standard deviation 0.0015 0.0041 0.0019 0.0037
S&P 500 2.5802��� 2.0121��� 1.1706��� 1.4673���

(0.1996) (0.0679) (0.0305) (0.0433)
NASDAQ 0.3280��� 0.2402��� �0.2249��� �0.3979���

(0.0091) (0.0476) (0.0271) (0.0411)
Dow Jones 0.6243��� 0.7258��� �2.004��� �0.9342���

(0.0114) (0.0440) (0.1897) (0.06640)
Transition probability
P11 0.9902 0.4770 0.9344
P22 0.924 0.9519 0.8722
Expected duration 101.87 13.15 1.912 20.78 15.26 7.82
Log likelihood 2645.4481 2109.6525 2434.6383
Number of observations 535 535 535

Note: �p< 0.10, �� p< 0.05, ��� p< 0.01.
Source: authors’ calculation.
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returns, however the invariant mean and volatility in both periods and expected short
duration of high stress periods gives an optimistic view that U.S.D./EURO returns
can resist the external shock and made effective adjustments to keep returns stable
and consistent. Japan is known to be top-creditor nation and this makes U.S.D./YEN
currency pair highly sensitive to geopolitical risks in international investments.
However, the yen is still considered the ‘safe-haven’ currency because of zero interest
rates, high return government securities and positive net foreign asset positions.
During the COVID-19 crisis period, when the interest rates in Europe and U.S.A.
fell, Japanese Government bonds offered high inflation adjusted returns. Before the
pandemic outbreak, in 2019, the yen suffered a depreciation of 105.12 yen on U.S.
dollar to 109.78 yen on a dollar. The observed average exchange rate was 108 yen on
one U.S. dollar. Through comparison, during the COVID-19 averaging, the exchange
rate was 107.22, indicating that the yen currency was valued during the COVID-19
compared to pre-COVID-19 periods. At same time, the yen’s valorisation during the
pandemic was stronger, from 112.15 yen per U.S. dollar to 102,06 (Narayan, 2020).

Our analysis implies that in low stress periods, U.S.D./C.H.F. and U.S.D./EURO
explains the movement of U.S.D./Y.E.N. whereas the impact of U.S.D./C.A.D. and
U.S.D./G.B.P. is insignificant. The result is justified based on the world’s largest bilat-
eral free trade agreement ‘European Union–Japan Economic Partnership’ made on 1
July 2018. The low stress period seems persistent since the likelihood of staying in
same state equals 91%, however the expected duration last only 11 days. Interestingly,
in period of high stress (COVID-19) the impact of U.S.D./EURO on U.S.D./YEN dis-
appeared whereas the impact of U.S.D./C.H.F. almost doubled. The result justifies the
search of ‘safe-haven’ currency pair during crisis period. Another important finding is
the significant variation of U.S.D./YEN explained by the U.S.D./G.B.P. currency pair
during high stress periods. The result can be justified on the high correlation of both
currency pairs with gold. We can conclude that the upsurge in gold prices due to the
low interest rates during COVID-19 establishes this relationship.

Research carried out before the pandemic showed that the element with a critical
role in the short-term dynamics of the exchange rate Canadian dollar–U.S. dollar is
the petroleum price (Kurita & James, 2020). In the short-term, through coordination
of interest rate or other fundamental elements of each economy, there is a possibility
to tend for positive coordination of the economic policy between the two countries
(the U.S.A. and Canada). An analysis published last year (2020) presented the
monthly exchange rates in the U.S.A. and the Canadian dollar in the period 1
January 1986–1 September 2019. The highlighted model demonstrated that by using
the Canadian interest rate values once in three months, the inflation rate in the
U.S.A., the petroleum price and the net exports of U.S.A., the monthly exchange rate
of the U.S. dollar and Canadian dollar might be estimated the exchange rate of both
American and Canadian dollar (Iehl, 2020).

The highly significant impact of four exchange rate pairs on U.S.D./C.A.D. in both
stress periods justifies Canadian high currency ranking. Interestingly, EURO and
YEN exhibits inverse impact whereas G.B.P. and C.H.F. explains positive impact in
low volatility periods. The inverse impact of the euro and yen on the Canadian dollar
can be justified by carry trade activities. Further, any carry trade activity of EURO
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leads to appreciation of Swiss Franc. This can be verified by positive impact of
U.S.D./C.H.F. on U.S.D./C.A.D. Finally, the highly positive significant impact of
U.S.D./G.B.P. on U.S.D./C.A.D. is justified by the fact that the United Kingdom is
one of the largest gold export market for Canada in Europe. In the period of low
stress, the highest significant positive impact on G.B.P. comes from the European
Union, next from Japan followed by Canada. However, the impact of Swiss Franc
remains insignificant in both periods. Our analysis implies that due to Swiss National
Bank FX interventions, the country maintains invariant mean and volatility structure
in both identified periods. The currency pair that explains the movement of U.S.D./
C.H.F. is U.S.D./EURO justified by the highest significant coefficient in low stress
periods. However, a small but significant impact of U.S.D./J.P.Y. on U.S.D./C.H.F. is
also observed. The impact of the Canadian dollar and British pound remains insig-
nificant in both periods (Tables 4 and 5).

3.2.3. Minerals market reaction to the pandemic
The petroleum price strongly influences many sectors. Still, the pandemic moderated
the exposition of a certain domain to the direct influence the petroleum price had
before the pandemic outbreak (Borgards et al., 2021). During the current pandemic,
petroleum recorded the lowest price of all times (�Stulec, 2020). Almost all sectors are
negatively affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, including the natural gas market
(Abadie, 2021). The petroleum and natural gas markets recorded risk levels during
the pandemic (Nyga-Łukaszewska & Aruga, 2020). Coal ensures one-third of the glo-
bal supply of primary energy, respectively 40% from the global emissions of carbon
dioxide (International Energy Agency, 2020). Many countries worldwide wish to
extend on a larger scale the use of coal, while others intend to eliminate coal use in
the following 30 years (Audoly et al., 2018; Jewell et al., 2019). For the moment, it is
observed that the coal price has remained stable, but an impact of the pandemic with
regard to coal is that a market price drop at a global level is expected, in the short-
and long-term (Azarova & Mier, 2021).

Our analysis explains that during periods of low-stress, the impact of natural gas
returns is three times more compared to coal on oil returns. The relationship is stable
characterised by the likelihood of staying in the low volatility state equals 99% with
an expected duration of threemonths. However, in high-stress periods (COVID-19),
the impact of coal returns on oil returns remains significant at 10% level of signifi-
cance, whereas the impact of gas returns on oil returns disappeared. The result is jus-
tified based on the fact that although COVID-19 hit the global gas demand, the
actual consumption areas of natural gas are electricity generation and industry instead
of transport, so the fall is less severe compared to oil and coal. This leads to rebound-
ing the decline price of first two quarters with an average increase of 18% in natural
gas prices in third quarter of 2020. Thus, the movement of gas returns does not influ-
ence the oil returns and hence the impact disappeared in high volatility periods.
Interestingly, our analysis implies that coal returns influence more from its own his-
torical movements compared to minerals like gas and oil. We further observe that the
impact of natural gas on coal returns is invariant and insignificant in both periods.
Our analysis identified two latent periods for natural gas returns during 2019–2021
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characterised by a different volatility structure. The result explains that in low volatil-
ity periods both oil and coal returns impact the natural gas returns. During COVID-
19, analysis implies that impact of oil returns become insignificant whereas the coal
returns shows negative significant impact. The result justifies the consequence of coal
to gas switch strategy adopted by various countries.

3.2.4. Metals market reaction to the pandemic
According to recent studies, gold constitutes a good diversification and refuge for
investments, especially for fluctuant or unstable periods (Triki & Maatoug, 2021),
having special benefits as an investment option (Garg, 2021). Gold is recognised as a
precious metal for investment and risk-aversion reasons. In fact, the gold is a secure
active on financial markets (Baur & Lucey, 2010), energy markets (Reboredo, 2013)
and during the inflation growth (Aye et al., 2017) and it is used by many central
banks as active in their reserves. The investment in precious metals, of which silver is
not an exception, is indicated and recommended by the specialists. If some types of
investment portfolios are not encouraged, others constitute diversification opportuni-
ties, including silver investment (Lahmiri & Bekiros, 2020). Similar to the already
mentioned gold and silver, platinum may be used as a rebalancing instrument of the
investors’ portfolio to minimise or cancel risks (Salisu et al., 2021). The precious met-
als, including platinum, offers a better coverage efficiency than the individual port-
folios of their own capital, including during the pandemic (Mensi et al., 2021).

Our analysis reveals that during 2019–2021, the gold future returns characterised
by two latent periods having different volatility structure. Interestingly, in low volatil-
ity periods the silver returns seems to have highly significant impact whereas the
impact of platinum returns is insignificant. One justification could be the slower
Euro area GDP growth rate which is observed 1.2% in 2019 compared to 1.9% of
2018 which consequently lowered the platinum demand. The probability of gold

Table 5. Markov switching model for minerals.

Dependent variable
Oil Coal Gas

Frequency
Daily Daily Daily

AR(1) term
No Yes No

Stress period Low High Low High Low High

Constant 0.00096 0.0091 �0.0005 �0.0013
Standard deviation 0.0195 0.1078 0.0103 0.0423 0.0215 0.0508
Oil 0.0442��� �0.1148 0.2151��� 0.0309

(0.0108) (0.3605) (0.0396) (0.0739)
Coal 0.2409��� 2.4553� 0.2761�� �0.6616��

(0.0697) (1.2590) (0.1141) (0.3317)
Gas 0.7017�� 0.4862 0.0071

(0.0138)(0.2829) (0.3222)
Transition probability
P11 0.9890 0.9863 0.9432
P22 0.9572 0.6401 0.8680
Expected duration 91.28 11.70 78.82 2.78 17.61 7.58
Log likelihood 1180.8483 1597.3897 1083.9245
Number of observations 523 522 523

Note: �p< 0.10, �� p< 0.05, ��� p< 0.01.
Source: authors’ calculation.
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returns to stay in low stress periods equals 80% which explains the persistence of cur-
rent state. However, in a high volatility period (COVID-19) the impact of silver
returns increased three times, compared to a low volatility periods and the impact of
platinum returns becomes highly significant too. This clearly explains the financial
integration of gold return with other precious metals during crisis period. The ana-
lysis explain that during 2019–2021, two latent states of platinum returns are charac-
terised by different volatility structures. Interestingly, the movement of daily platinum
returns remains unaffected by other metal returns in both periods, except silver in
low volatility periods. The result is reasonable since both silver and platinum are
widely used in industrial applications and consequently co-move during normal peri-
ods. During low volatility periods, the results indicates that positive impact of gold
future returns on silver returns is five times more compare to platinum returns. The
result is justified from the ‘gold-silver ratio’ which always exhibit perfect correlation
between the two commodities. During this pandemic, market risks may be covered
by the gold evolution on the market, which can be an option for investment and
diversification (Adekoya et al., 2021).

From Table 6 we observe that the relationship among three metals seems persistent
justified by the low standard errors and the probability of staying in a low volatility
period equals 93%. During high volatility periods (COVID-19), the impact of gold
and platinum returns on silver returns is increased. The result explains the financial
integration of commodities during a crisis period and like gold, silver has been used
as a ‘safe-haven’ asset too during crisis period.

3.3. Model adequacy

Once an econometric model is estimated, next we proceed to examine appropriate-
ness of suggested models for forecasting. We check the model fit against two criteria.

Table 6. Markov switching model for metals.

Dependent variable
Gold Platinum Silver

Frequency
Daily Daily Daily

AR(1) term
No No No

Stress period Low High Low High Low High

Constant 0.00023 0.001238 �0.00035
Standard deviation 0.0040 0.0101 0.01386 0.03736 0.0061 0.0199
Gold �0.1470 0.5846 0.9888��� 1.4982���

(0.9060) (0.4996) (0.0387) (0.1377)
Platinum 0.0058 0.2402��� 0.1934��� 0.5187���

(0.0176) (0.0476) (0.0230) (0.0755)
Silver 0.2446��� 0.7258��� 0.5276��� 0.6606

(0.01780) (0.0440) (0.0488) (0.2473)
Transition probability
P11 0.8046 0.9872 0.9316
P22 0.6522 0.7287 0.8511
Expected duration 5.12 2.88 78.11 4.60 14.62 6.71
Log likelihood 1947.682 1498.694 1715.3408
Number of observations 542 542 542

Note: � p< 0.10, �� p< 0.05, ��� p< 0.01.
Source: authors’ calculation.
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The first is a scatter plot of residuals and the other is Bartlett Periodogram white
noise test (Bartlett, 1955, 1967). Scatter plots of residuals are becoming increasingly
popular due to their simplicity in examining the potential problems such as hetero-
skedasticity, autocorrelation and curvilinear trend of data points. The requirement
is that residuals extracted from the model are independent and identically distrib-
uted or in other words follows a ‘white noise’ process. The results obtained from
scatterplot are presented in Figure A1. The residuals extracted from Markov
switching models applied to three different stock returns indicates a random
horizontal pattern which explains that errors are independent and identically dis-
tributed. However, the closeness of data points hints to the problem of heteroske-
dasticity. In case of exchange rate market returns, residuals extracted from the
models applied to EURO, Swiss franc and Canadian dollar against U.S. dollar
exhibits scattered pattern and hence indicates the appropriateness of model.
Although in case of the British pound and Japanese yen against the U.S. dollar,
the data point seems clustered but a horizontal pattern indicates absence of all
time series components, except noise. Thus, justification of independent and iden-
tically distributed residuals can be made. The residuals extracted from models
applied to mineral market returns explains the presence of outliers in oil and coal
returns. Further, closeness of data points hints the problem of heteroskedasticity.
This is justified on the previous discussion of volatility and heavy-tailed distribu-
tion for oil and coal returns However, the gas returns residuals exhibits a scattered
pattern of data points.

Although scatter plots of residuals are a first choice for any model diagnostics,
they cannot lead to any concrete decision about the model adequacy. For this reason,
we consider another well-known test which is based on spectral analysis. Spectral
density is the Fourier transformation of autocorrelation series for any given stochastic
process. It is estimated using a periodogram which plots the frequencies on horizontal
axis and the intensity of signals on y-axis. In case of any periodicities, the signal
shows peaks at certain frequencies. The Bartlett Periodogram white noise test assumes
that signal is a white noise and so it has a flat spectrum. The periodogram is based
on a sequence of independent and identically distributed exponential random variable
asymptotically, so the cumulative periodogram is a straight line at 45 degree angle.
The Bartlett’s test statistic is based on the maximum deviation between the straight
line and the normalised cumulative periodogram of residuals. The null hypothesis
assume that residuals follows a white noise process and corresponding p-value is cal-
culated. The results of Bartlett’s test are presented in Figure 1. The test provides an
optimistic result, since 10 out of 14 financial assets across different markets prove
that the residuals extracted from suggested models is just white noise and hence mod-
els are appropriate for forecasting. However, the p-value of Bartlett’s test statistic is
obtained less than 1% significance level for residuals extracted from the models
applied to U.S.D./C.A.D., oil, silver and platinum returns. The volatile behaviour of
oil returns and residuals could be one justification. Similarly the presence of outliers
in metal return residuals explains the violation of white noise property. Overall, the
analysis suggests that Markov switching econometric approach works well in identify-
ing different market conditions during periods of turmoil.
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4. Conclusions and limitations

The aim of the article was to elucidate the impact of abrupt changes in the structural
stability of various assets due to crises like COVID-19. In order to do so, we
employed the Markov switching model to reveal the differences in the co-movement
impact of various financial indices in each of the markets during two periods. The
research assumes that financial returns data in various markets between 2019 and
2021 is governed by the mixture of two distributions. One which explains low stress
periods behaviour of the financial markets presumably in 2019 and the other repre-
senting high stress period covering COVID-19 from 2020 onwards. The stated
hypothesis proved in majority of the cases when unit root test of structural break was
applied. The finding of this study includes long-run impact of COVID-19 in selected
stock returns. The reaction of S&P 500 and Dow Jones to COVID-19 is similar but
the behaviour of NASDAQ returns is different. COVID-19 increased the volatility of
S&P 500 and Dow Jones returns but the volatility of NASDAQ returns remains
unchanged. Financial integration of S&P 500 and Dow Jones is increased whereas
NASDAQ returns is decreased during crisis period. Except EURO and Swiss franc
against U.S. dollar, all other selected currencies exhibit change in volatility due to
COVID-19. The impact of U.S.D./C.H.F. a ‘safe-haven’ currency pair is increased on
other currency pairs during COVID-19. Financial integration of U.S.D./EURO with
other currency pairs is reduced during COVID-19 whereas U.S.D./YEN observe
financial contagion behaviour. The highest impact of COVID-19 in minerals market
is observed in oil returns where the volatility increased five times compared to nor-
mal market condition. Insignificant financial integration is observed among selected
minerals returns, except oil. The long-run impact of COVID-19 is observed in

Figure 1. Bartlett Periodogram white noise test results for selected series.
Source: authors’ calculation.
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minerals market. The financial integration of ‘safe-haven’ assets like gold or silver
with other metal returns is increased during crisis period. Silver returns exhibits the
highest change in volatility during sample period. However, on positive note, results
also indicates that pandemic does make a way for few financial assets to enter into
the market, especially the ones recognised as ‘safe-haven’ assets.

This research provides investors and policymakers a reasonable guideline regarding
trading patterns in various financial markets during turmoil period like COVID-19.
Few implications to the research are among four considered markets, the earliest
response to COVID-19 is observed in stock returns. Second, we can observe that for-
eign exchange rate market provided an early warning signals too about COVID-19
crisis. Third, the long-run impact of COVID-19 is observed in foreign exchange rate
market too. Fourth, financial contagion is observed in all mineral returns due to the
change in volatility structure during COVID-19 crisis period. Fifth, the long-run
impact of COVID-19 characterised by high volatility on precious metal returns
is observed.

The potential limitations of our work are that impact of COVID-19 on cross-
market co-movements is not studied. The justification is that four different financial
markets with 14 financial indices for two different periods is studied. Hence, in
total 28 different models are obtained. The breadth of analysis does not allow us to
extend further. Second, the dependence structure of returns up to lag one is studied.
The complete dependence history of returns is ignored. This results in a lack of jus-
tification about efficient market hypothesis for individual returns. Although the
applied Bartlett Periodogram white noise test provides hint to the results, still a
concrete conclusion cannot be made. The Markov switching model identifies two
latent states where the model changes its behaviour. We studied this closely and
recognise that in majority of cases the period of high stress corresponds to COVID-
19, but it is possible that in a few cases the exogenous shocks might change the
model structure and stability. Finally, in period of high stress, majority returns
exhibit high standard error which may reduce the inferential power beyond the
studied sample.
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Appendix

Table A1. Daily returns series name.
Stock indices Exchange rates Minerals Precious metal

S&P 500 Futures US Dollar Euro Crude Oil WTI Futures Gold Futures
NASDAQ Futures US Dollar Japanese Yen Natural Gas Futures Silver Futures
Dow Jones Futures US Dollar Canadian Dollar Newcastle Coal Futures Platinum Futures

US Dollar British Pound
US Dollar Swiss Franc

Source: https://www.investing.com/.

Figure A1. Scatter plot of model standardised residuals.
Note: ��� indicates the rejection of null hypothesis that residuals extracted are white noise.
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